
After Prom Meeting Notes – November 19,2016 
 

Entertainment - 
 - Bev Moyer gave an update on Plan A for entertainment. Still waiting to hear if 
there is a contract the end of May. Hope to hear in 7 days? Need to thinking of a 
Plan B, since not sure when the other plan will get confirmed. 
 - Bette's Bounces - 15% discount, Leaps 'n Bounds, Gaga Pit, others sounded 
like a good idea. Decided to make the decision and present it to business 
manager. Not give kids a choice, they will like the choices. Janice and Amy will 
meet to work out sizes and spaces and solidly choices to forward to business 
manager. 
- Airbrush tattoo idea was received positively. Will call to solidify this choice. 
- Other ideas throw around; fortune teller (would need to be positive), chair 
massage, and Bubble soccer (in the mini gym). 
- Photo booth - Not heard back. Need to find out if there will be one at the prom. 
Talk about how the kids would enjoy getting their pictures taken with their tattoos. 
Fundraising - 
- Letter went out to local business. Received some checks, no negative 
responses, some gift cards, and some offers of promotional material. 
- Downingtown received a grant ($5K) from PA Office of Attorney General 
(Community Drug Abuse and Prevention Grant Program). Kim and Amy will work 
on gathering the necessary information and prepare it for submission in January.  
- United Way is another option. ??? Would look into this. 
Theme - 
Decided on Carnival or Boardwalk type theme. Can use rental items from Bette's 
Bounces; can smash, high striker, ball roll, fishbowl frenzy, skeeball. Have cotton 
candy and popcorn machines. The cafeteria could have a "big top" on the ceiling. 
Could use balloons and scarves to decorate. Talk about how the decorations 
should really be much simpler and eased to put up and take down than last year. 
Have a cutout to get picture taken. 
Food - 
Need to start thinking about this in January? Iron Hill has already reached out. 
Would be great to find someone to run this. 
Prizes -  
- Don't need the great numbers that had last year. Maybe 4-6 big prizes (set half 
of those aside for just Seniors) and about 10 small prizes. 
- Jen Donten will reach out to PTAs to see if they have any extra Hershey tickets. 
- Need to decide on a handout for everyone to get on the way out the door. 
 
Meetings - 
- Leslie spoke with SADD advisor and she is on board to help 
- Someone should attend the April PTA meetings at the other schools 
 
Next meeting - Wednesday, December 7. 


